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 Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (12/12/2018 11:16) Review team will take a short break, and reconvene 

to work in groups until 12:30 UTC. 

      volk r Greimann: (14:58) hi folks, I made the bus and will try to listen 

      volk r Greimann: (14:59)  maybe not the primary goal?  

      volk r Greimann: (15:00) I agree with Susan that if obvious compliance issues are detected 

these should of course be addressed 

      volk r Greimann: (15:00) but these would be bycatch 

      volk r Greimann: (15:02) hi Alan  

      volk r Greimann: (15:02) exactly that was my I tent 

      volk r Greimann: (15:02) intent 

      volk r Greimann: (15:03) agree 

      volk r Greimann: (15:03) i agree with Alan and Susan  

      volk r Greimann: (15:17) if we do not know the intent of any language we included in the 

report, we should consider removing such language 

      volk r Greimann: (15:19) that sentence does not compute 

      Stephanie Perrin: (15:20) thank you!  

      volk r Greimann: (15:20) ok alan 

      volk r Greimann: (15:25)  no clue what it means? out it goes! ;-) 

      volk r Greimann: (15:28) indeed, the revision is missing - remove „extend“ 

      volk r Greimann: (15:29) just remove „extending and“ 

      volk r Greimann: (15:31) i like alans Suggestion 

      volk r Greimann: (15:31) (thank you, Erika) 

      Erika Mann: (15:32) Pleasure! Are you already in the bus?  

      volk r Greimann: (15:33) yes, i drove by the aloft 5-10 minutes ago. made it there with 15 

minutes to spare and was lucky to grab an Uber immediately with no waiting time. 

      Erika Mann: (15:33) Genius!  



      volk r Greimann: (15:41) i would suggest the same as Alan  

      volk r Greimann: (15:42) + 

      volk r Greimann: (15:48) this change is exceedingly clever 

      volk r Greimann: (15:51) yes Aaron? 

      volk r Greimann: (15:52) i would like to take a second and thank staff for going above and 

beyond in supporting us 

      Negar Farzinnia: (15:56) Thank you Volker.  

      Negar Farzinnia: (15:56) And thank you for taking the time to join us in person work on this 

review. 

      volk r Greimann: (16:00) pass, alan 

      volk r Greimann: (16:02) i‘d rather work on this over next week than over the week end 

though 

      volk r Greimann: (16:04) why not do the voice meeting on that friday? 

      Negar Farzinnia: (16:06) Volker - Alan is asking whether you have a conflict with a meeting 

on Monday or if you are able to meet on Monday? 

      volk r Greimann: (16:06) Monday after 16:00 local time here is possible, though not 

preferred as it leaves no time to review prior 

      volk r Greimann: (16:07) Alan, maybe this group should replace the epdp? ;-) 

      volk r Greimann: (16:08) those 400k could be reapplies to the epdp 

      volk r Greimann: (16:13) it is what it is 

      volk r Greimann: (16:15) bye all safe travels 

     

 

 

 

 


